
1.__ A group or chain of islands.          a)Taiwan

2. ___ The Demilitarized Zone that has     b)Japan

served as the border between N.& S.        

Korea since 1953.                          c) coal

3. ___ A group of people or things         d)DMZ

that are  very like one another.                                                                    

                                         e)GreatWall

4.__Built to keep out invading 

Monguls;stretches 4,000 milesacross    f)archipelago

Northern China.                          

                                       g)Han Chinese

5. ___ Natural Resource often used to 

create power; found in lg. amounts in     h)Korea

Eastern Asia. 

6. ___ Island of the coast of        i)Tale of Genji

mainland China; ,many whom fled the

 communist takeover in 1949.         j) homogeneous   

7. ___ The ethinic group that 94%

of Chinese belong to.          

8.___ The most advanced nation economically & educationally in Eastern 

Asia.

9.___ The world's oldest novel; written in Japan almost 1,000 yrs. ago.

10.___ The largest peninsula in Eastern Asia, divided into two nations.
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11. China is the _______ largest Nation in the world, in terms of population.

a)First

b)Second

c)Third

d)Fourth  

12.Foreign invasions resulted in a Revolution in ___.

a)1811

b) 1911

c)1910

d)1909

13.In 1949, the People's Republic of ______ was formed.

a) China

b)Japan

c) Korea

d)Asia

14. ______ Zedong emerged as a communist leader in 1949.

a) Kao

b) Han

c)Manchuria

d)Mao

15. The Revolution resulted in two major fractions, ________  and ________.

a) Nationalists, Communists

b) American, Chinese

c)Republicans, Democrats

d)Chinese, Japanese

16. Civilization in Eastern Asia began near the _________ ____ (Yellow) River.

a) Zedol
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b) Huang He

c)Manchu

d) Shang

17. North Korea is another ________ Nation in the region.

a)Communist

b)Religous

c) Muslim

d)Buddism

18.China is still the most ___________ nation of Eastern Asia, and grows many 

crops.

a)populated

b)smallest

c)agricultural

d) Arid

19. Coal provides much of the power in Eastern Asia and creates many 

________.

a) fires

b) lights

c)rocks

d) Jobs

20.Most of Magnolia is covered in ______ that is used for grazing livestock 

like cattle, sheep, and camels.

a) dirt

b) ice

c) grassland

d) snow

21. _____ All of the population of China still lives in rural areas.
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22.___ The Chinese government has not taken drastic measures to slow 

population growth.                           

23._____ Southern Regions of China are very dry.

24.____ Eastern Asia is located on the Pacifiic's Ocean Circle ( or Ring of 

Fire).

25.___ The Ring of Fire is an area where plates in the earth's crust join and 

the movement of these plates together cause frequent earthquakes and 

volcanic eruptions.

26. ____Hinduism is commom in all of the Eastern Asia countries.

27. ____Confucius was the greatest philosopher in Chinese History.

28.____Shinto is the national, and most common, religion in Japan.

29.____In 1950 North Korea invaded South Korea, the U.S. and other 

nations came to South Korea's defense and a cease fire was signed in 1953 

and N. Korea and S. Korea have remained divided eversince.

30.____Economically, much weaker than S. Korea, North Korea has a 

massive military with nuclear capabilities. South Korea has the backing of 

the U.S.

31.____Circle of Fire 

32.____Mainland China 

33.____Beijing

34.____Huang He
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35. ____Confucius

36.____ One Child Policy

37. ____Isolationism             

38.____Tibet

a) also known as Yellow River

b) women are limited to having only one child to control population 

growth.

c) the area in the Pacific where plates in the earth's crust colide causing 

frequent earthquakes and volcanic eruptions.

d) Known as "Peoples Republic"; communist state since 1949.

e) practice of limiting contact and involvement with other nations; 

practiced by some Eastern Asia nations until the mid 19th century.

f) area of Southwest China; many consider it illegally occupied.

g) considered the greatest philosopher in Chinese history, his teachings 

form the basis of Religion of Confucianism.

h) the capital of the People's Republic of China.

39 - 40. Name two Rivers in Asia.______ and __________.
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